
A NOTE FROM SCOTT:

Just a note to wish you all a Happy 4th of July.  
The Meyers family will be doing a few chores 
around the house in the morning and then off 
to the pool for the rest of the day with the Kid-
dos, and a Pina Colada in Hand.  Dinner plans 
include Smoked, BBQ Baby Back Ribs, Corn on 
the Cob, and Sweet Potato Fries – with Home-
made Ice Cream for Dessert!  Then we’ll load 
up the van and head off to Firworks – I Can’t 
wait!

Whatever your plans, I hope you take some 
time to reflect on how Blessed we are to live in 
the USA!  I won’t get all poetic, but I’ve traveled 
to some of the Poorest Parts of the world: The 
Dominican Republic, China, Central America, 
and Mexico to name a few – and I count my-
self as extremely fortunate to be born here in 
America.  I’ll be celebrating that fact all day 
long and reminding my kids about the sacrifices 
others have made so we can enjoy our freedom 
and everything else that makes our country so 
Great.    

To your Continued Success,

    Scott Meyers       

Quick Peek at What’s Inside!

JULY
2011

•	 Academy Calendar
Find out where the next 3 day Self Storage 
Academy will be! Grab this opportunity to 
be on your way to success!

•	 Email	Marketing	Campaigns
Learn 10 sure-fire ways on making your email 
marketing campaign more efficient, and 
therefore, more effective.

•	 Time-Saving	Strategies
What key habits do you need to develop 
in order to be a successful self storage 
entrepreneur? Find out here!

•	 Scott’s	Inbox
Got a question and want an expert answer? 
Scott provides the best information to any 
thing you’re wondering about when it 
comes to the self storage business.

•	 Self	Storage	Investing	Products
Get a complete set of Scott Meyer’s 100% 
Satisfaction Guaranteed methods of 
investing successfully in self storage!

•	 Statistics
Up-to-date news on the industry!
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The education team is a critical part of our success. 
Please meet the coaches at SelfStorageInvesting.com™ 

Jim Walker
Jim is the Coordinator of all things Education/Coaching for Self- 
Storage Investing. He has over 15 years experience in sales, 
management, customer service and marketing.

Linda	Davis
Linda is the Administrative support for the entire team. She co-
ordinates speaking engagements, caters to vendors and keeps 
us all in line.

Jesse	Luke
Jesse has proudly served as a professional mentor with our Self 
Storage Investing program since 2010. He has been a featured 
speaker at the boot camps since 2008, and greatly enjoys as-
sisting new investors who are actively looking to purchase their 
first self storage operation.

Anne	Williams
Anne has served the self-storage industry for eleven years and 
is frequently called upon to offer advice relevant to manage-
ment, operations, market conditions, capital markets and eco-
nomic trends affecting the self storage industry.

Kevin	Rollings
Kevin is the Coach for Operations and Management Expertise 
and has over 25 years rental experience at various levels of 
management and ownership.

ContaCt us

Scott@selfstorageinvesting.com
Jim@selfstorageinvesting.com
Linda@selfstorageinvesting.com
Jesse@selfstorageinvesting.com
Anne@selfstorageinvesting.com
Kevin@selfstorageinvesting.com
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Calendar defIned
Coaching	Groups:	

The Coaching Groups are designed for the in-
dividual who really wants to take advantage 
of experts in this field. If you are interested in 
finding out more about these, please email: 
jim@selfstorageinvesting.com

Webinars:	

A webinar is an exclusive opportunity to Mil-
lionaire’s Club members. Scott will periodically 
hold virtual workshops via an hour or so we-
binar. These are additional learning opportuni-
ties, but from the comfort of your own home.

Workshops:	

The One Day workshops are PREVIEW events 
for our more intensive Academy. These events 
are free and will prepare you for the awesome 
3 Day Event. While not required, these come 
highly recommended before an Academy.

Academy: 

These 3 day workshops are an intensive educa-
tional experience. You can walk away from one 
of these Academies and feel confident in your 
new business ventures.

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

7:30pm Journal

Credit Help
Webinar

10am Record 
Quick Tip Video

New Product 
Launch!! Ezine

7:30pm Journal

Getting The 
Financing 

with Improved 
Credit Webinar

Commercial 
Bootcamp - 

Ron Legrand
Ezine!

Georgia REIA - 
Atlanta

7:30pm Journal

10am Record 
Quick Tip Video

Managing Your 
Facility -MC 
Exclusive

Ezine!

7:30pm Journal

Monthly
Webinar

10am Record 
Quick Tip Video

New Mentoring 
Group 6 Ezine

Self Storage 
Academy

Indianapolis

Q & A MC
7:30pm Journal

10am Record 
Quick Tip Video Ezine!

Alan Cowgill
St. Louis

Bootcamp

7:30pm Journal 10am Record 
Quick Tip Video

Phoenix
Academy

Phoenix
Academy

Phoenix
Academy

Phoenix
Academy

Calendar of events

26 27 28 29 30 Jul 1 2

3 4 5 6 7 8 9

10 11 12 13 14 15 16

17 18 19 20 21 22 23

24 25 26 27 28 29 30

31 Aug 1 2 3 4 5 6
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Where: 
Phoenix, Arizona

When:
Aug 4-6, 2011

What’s	In	Store	for	This	Exciting	3	Day	Event

Join me for three education packed days, where I’ll put	you	on	the	fast	track to
creating a lifelong income stream in the best kept secret in the real estate 
business – Self Storage.

Come spend	3	full	days with me where I’ll share all my secrets on how to make
millions in Self Storage. We’ll spend the first two days in an executive classroom
setting followed by a luxury bus trip to a facility to cement the strategies and
concepts you’ve learned over the 2 previous days.

You’ll be able to personally experience how to force the appreciation and value
by adding multiple	profit	centers	available	in	self	storage including climate
controlled units, insurance income, offices, merchandise sales, Truck Rental,
Boat/RV parking and much, much more!

You get to experience	first	hand,	in	a	real	world	setting,	and	learn	how	I	apply	
everything that I’ve just taught you in the classroom, at a facility. 

Contact	Linda	Today	to	Get	YOUR	Academy	Seat	SAVED!!

linda@selfstorageinvesting.com

AcAdemy Tour 2011
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AcAdemy Tour 2011

Where: 
Nashville, Tennessee

When:
Nov 10-12, 2011

CHANGE	OF	LOCATION!

In an effort to make it centrally located for easy travel, please take note 
the San Francisco Academy has been moved to

NASHVILLE,	TENNESSEE!

Sign Up TODAY to take advantage of this AWESOME learning
opportunity.

Catch	Up	With	Us	at	ONE	of	these	Great	Cities	THIS
YEAR!	Contact	Linda	with	any	questions!!

linda@selfstorageinvesting.com



If you are offering a great deal on storage 
services, then say so in a creative way. Details 
can be included in the body of the email, so 
reserve the catchiest line for the subject.

3. Structure the email appropriately.

Typically, Internet browsers tend to have 
quick eye flow and initially only scan the 
information presented to them. Keep this in 
mind when laying out the wording structure 
of the message’s text. By starting with a 
compelling question, many readers may be 
enticed to continue reading. If your goal is to 
make a great deal or special that is offered by 
your facility known, then grab their attention 
with the savings they can enjoy.

4. Use strategic thinking.

Put yourself in the place of the customer 
and decide what would attract you to your 
own business from an outsider’s prospective. 
Choose the best features that your facility 
offers, and use those merits to entice 
potential customers to want to use your 
enterprise for their storage needs.

5. Guide readers to buy your services.

Many strong marketing campaign emails can 
lead customers to click on a link instinctively 
to obtain further information. The information 
contained in the notification must be 
compelling enough to persuade readers to 
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Email markEting Campaigns: 10 surE-FirE

tips to inCrEasE thEir EFFiCiEnCy

A successful email marketing campaign is not 
as daunting as it may initially appear to be. 
With the increased availability of spam filters 
that are highly effective, finding the best way 
to word marketing emails that effectively pass 
through them can be tricky. Regardless of your 
skill level in e-marketing campaigns, I would 
like to offer several tips that can be used to 
increase efficacy in these efforts. Here are ten 
tricks that are useful in my email campaigns.

1. Understand what the reader is thinking.

It is essential to understand what potential 
customers are thinking from their point of 
view. They are accustomed to receiving a 
certain amount of offers in their inbox, so you 
will need to appeal to them appropriately in 
order to convince them to give your marketing 
email a glance. Put yourself in their place; 
evaluate whether or not you would open the 
notice. If you are not enticed to peek at it, the 
odds are that neither will recipients. Find a 
compelling way to draw the reader’s interest 
enough to get them to check out the email.

2. Create an interesting subject line.

Text placed in the marketing campaign’s 
subject line is the key to convincing readers to 
open the email. An appealing bit of text here 
will ideally sway the recipient to investigate 
what the email is proposing. Depending on 
what you are offering potential customers, the 
subject line should make your intentions clear. 



offer. If you opt to offer them a percentage 
off of storage services, make sure to include 
the normal rate, which will allow them to 
calculate the savings.

9. Provide basic information, but save some 
for queries.

The goal here is to create a need for potential 
clients to follow up with you in person, 
by phone or email. By giving the basic 
information, such as the benefits of storing 
their items with your company, you will create 
interest. If you hold back some pertinent 
information and have an opportunity to have 
personal contact with the prospect, you are 
that much closer to obtaining their business.

10. Set up a bulk email account.

If you are a novice to this type of marketing 
campaign, there are companies that can 
handle the majority of the work for you 
in these efforts. These experts can even 
construct your notices for you, in addition to 
handling the details that are necessary to run 
a successful campaign. They understand how 
to track results, follow anti-spam laws, and are 
well worth the investment for a busy business 
owner.

Email marketing campaigns can be highly 
effective in reaching potential clientele. 
Consider these 10 tips if you desire to further 
the success of any e-marketing strategy. 

For more information, visit www.
selfstorageinvesting.com. 

perform this action intuitively. The placement 
of a link at the bottom of the notice alone will 
not achieve this desired result.

6. Strategically select a target market.

Let demographic statistics help you find the 
most effective marketing area to saturate 
with a marketing campaign. Family-oriented 
neighborhoods are a great place to start 
seeking out potential clients. For the ultimate 
success, you must consider other areas of 
your locale to attempt to obtain clients. 
Expanding your target area could be quite 
effective in reaching a new audience and may 
result in new customers.

7. Repeat your efforts.

Most email campaigns are not immediately 
effective because it takes some time for 
recipients to become comfortable opening 
your message. After a few tries, many 
prospects are more compelled to trust you, 
the sender, and actually read the notice. 
Persistence is the key to success, and one 
should not give up if the first couple of tries 
do not achieve the desired results right away.

8. Make prospects a great offer.

Marketing campaigns must be well-worded 
and hold the reader’s interest, but in order to 
obtain the recipient’s business, you will need 
to make them an offer that is enticing. One 
of the most effective methods within email 
notices offer limited time offers. By creating a 
sense of urgency, the chances are increased 
that potential customers will act upon the 
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My Bucket List
1.  Run with the Bulls in Pamplona (or maybe just job behind them)
2.  Jump out of an airplane
3.  Experience a Formula 1 race in Monaco (The Pinnacle of Auto Races!)
4.  Drive an RV to Punxsutawney with the family to witness Groundhog Day
5.  Buy another 1969 Corvette (to replace the one I had to sell on EBay to keep from   
  going bankrupt when I was knee deep in the tenant and toilet business)
6.  Compete in a triathlon (just a small one)
7. Go on a Mission trip to Haiti, China or Nicaragua
8.  To buy a bigger home with a bigger office, pool and a wine cellar
9.  Witness the Tour De France - ALL 2 WEEKS
10. Charter a Private Boat with the family and tour the Caribbean
11.  Go Whitewater rafting
12. Visit a REAL dinosaur dig with the family
13.  Witness a LIVE volcano
14. Create a Family Foundation and involve my kids
15. Own a vacation home, on the ocean, with WHITE SAND beach and a hammock strung 
  between 2 palm trees for the family to get together FOREVER
16. Attend the Olympics with my kids
17. Build at least 2 homes each year in Haiti that will accommodate a family of 8
18. For Christina and I to have a private dinner with a well-known winemaker and his wife 
  in the cellar of their winery in Napa Valley
19.  Visit the Holy Land (as soon as it becomes safe to travel there)
20. Retrace the family tree and visit some relatives in Germany who have never heard of me, 
  and whom I don’t know exist
21. Visit the Taj Mahal with the family
22. Shake Michael Schumacher’s hand (we were both born on 1/3/1969)
23. Stand under the Eiffel Tower with the family, hold hands and sing a silly American song 
  at the top of our lungs
24. Climb a mountain (small one)
25. To lead a life where people know me the best, and love me the most
26. Ride in a racecar at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway
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ScoTT’S Inbox
your QuestIons ansWered

INBOX:

SCOTT’S REPLY:

thanks for the QuestIons!
Think you don’t have a good question? Nervous to push 
send? 

Here are a few suggestions of subjects that Scott would 
love to explore:

• Financing
• Acquisitions
• Trends
• Balance Work and Family
• Making Millions

No email? We love 
Snail Mail too!

Please mail your
correspondence to: 

Scott	Meyers,	
15570	Stoney	Creek	
Way,	Noblesville,	IN	
46060

Would you recommend that I conduct all commercial real 
estate under a tax ID affiliated with a business name I create 
or with my personal tax ID? Thanks in advance.

Check with your CPA, but most likely, he will suggest you set 
up an individual LLC to place the property in, and establish 
a new Federal tax id for the business.  Of course all profits/
losses will roll down to you individually on your tax return at 
the end of the year, but again, seek the guidance of your Tax/
Real Estate Attorney. 
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Rescuing small Businesses fRom the Recession

with low-cost stoRage units

These days the economy has deteriorated 
throughout the world. People have been 
greatly affected by unfortunate changes 
in their financial situations. Homes lost 
to unpayable mortgages at banks, and 
bankruptcies declared to avoid financial ruin, 
are now part of today’s society. It is not only 
the individual that has suffered from this 
economic downfall; businesses have taken a 
serious blow. Small businesses have probably 
been hit hardest by this blow.

Jobs are becoming harder to find, so people 
try to start their own business. Getting a 
loan from a bank can be a hard task. Turning 
this loan into a successful business can be 
even a more difficult accomplishment. The 
government helps soften the headache of 
large by allowing a greater amount of time 
to pay them back and easing tax stress. Even 
with this help, businesses still struggle to stay 
above water.

Money needs to be managed wisely. If a new 
business spends more than they take in, it 
can fail miserably. However, expenses cannot 
always be reduced while trying to keep a 
customer happy. Without happy customers, 
there is no business.

One cut in expenses that can aid the small 
business is reducing the storage costs. Self-
storage is a valuable asset to increasing 
profits. Here at Self Storage Investing, we help 
our customers profits excel. When they use 

our high quality storage units for their storage 
needs, they get informative 24-hour customer 
service help and satisfyingly secure low-cost 
units.

There are many uses for our self-storage units 
that are highly beneficial to the everyday 
small business. One of these is reducing the 
excessive cost of office space by using our 
self-storage units to store their merchandise. 
One of our customers, Al Mitamura from 
Hawaii, uses our self-storage unit to increase 
his business profits. He was paying almost 
$2,000 to store his products in a local building, 
close to his shop. Now that he uses one of 
our low-cost, high-quality storage units, 
Mr. Mitamura’s expenses for this business 
necessity has been greatly reduced to $730.

We strive to aid you with business cost in this 
somewhat disastrous economic society today. 
We keep our storage units low cost without 
the consequence of giving up quality. The 
world needs successful businesses to bring 
the economy back to what it once was. Here 
at Self Storage Investing, we want to do our 
part to get it there. To learn more about our 
incredible storage units, visit our website at 
www.selfstorageinvesting.com.
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self storage InvestIng ProduCts
Be sure to check out the new products available: VISIT OUR NEW SITE!

http://selfstorageinvesting.com/products/

Self	Storage	Kiosks
This course will unlock the secrets to the hottest 
technology that is increasing cash flow, boosting values, 
and reducing management headaches at thousands of Self 
Storage Facilities Nationwide!  Are you Ready to join the 
Kiosk Revolution?

The	Ultimate	Self	Storage	Marketing	Guide
Scott’s Proven Marketing Plan walks you through each step 
to develop a focused, successful marketing plan for your 
facility. Also included is a template for you get your plan 
started!

Start	Marketing	NOW!

The	Manager’s	Toolkit	and	Operations	Forms
You’ll get a CD absolutely jam-packed with every possible 
manual, form, and document you could ever possibly need 
to operate your new self storage facility, 70 documents 
in all! All the forms required for the day to day operation 
of a self storage facility. (If you own the Home Study, you 
already have this in your disc)

Self	Storage	Valuator	Software
Scott Meyers’ Self Storage Valuator™ Software Tool was 
designed to enable you to analyze your self storage 
opportunities with amazing speed and accuracy. The tool 
provides unique insights into each facility that will enable 
you to confidently evaluate each new opportunity. (If you 
own the Home Study, you already have this in your disc)



When I began testing my talents in the realm 
of entrepreneurial endeavors, it did not take 
long for me to realize that some changes in 
my approach to day-to-day business were 
going to be required. There simply never 
seemed to be enough time each day to get all 
of my business tasks completed. With a slight 
change in mind-set, I realized that there is in 
fact, plenty of time each day.

The same amount of time exists each day, 
an entire 24 hours of it, but what we choose 
to do with that period is the key to success. 
People must make these choices every day, 
and as an entrepreneur or investor, you have 
even more responsibilities. Not only must you 
manage your own time, but you will also need 
to find clever and creative ways to encourage 
your staff to manage theirs.

Naturally, one person cannot be expected to 
manage all tasks within the workplace, but 
since the economic breakdown, that is exactly 
what some business owners and employees 
have found themselves attempting. My 
approach to eliminating some of the time 
crunches in my life was propelled by five 
simple concepts. With a bit of self-discipline, 
these tips can work for you and your business 
as well.

Set Balanced Goals

Create a master list of goals for yourself and 
your enterprise. It is essential to include not 

only business goals in these lists, but to add 
in personal goals for yourself and your family. 
Life cannot be all work and no play, and 
people that do not balance the two can find 
themselves personally unfulfilled, regardless 
of monetary status. Goals can include most 
anything, but it is important to cover the three 
basic needs of mind, body, and spirit into your 
list. Make sure to write these down, and keep 
the list handy for daily viewing.

Establish Where You Spend Your Time

Using a time log was quite helpful in 
discovering where I was spending the bulk 
of my time each day. By simply logging daily 
activities for a period of a couple of weeks, 
one can learn quite a bit about where they are 
spending too much or too little time. Look at 
the entries in the log and compare them to 
your goal list. Are you spending enough time 
on tasks that help achieve your long or short 
term goals? If not, take proactive steps to 
remedy the situation.

Have a Daily Schedule

Planning each day is essential to success in 
the business world, and this step truly helps 
people get the most beneficial results out of 
a 24 hour period. Creating lists is one of the 
most time-tested methods that have been 
proven to be highly effective. Writing a list 
each day encompassing the essential tasks 
that must be completed creates a sense of 
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Time Saving STraTegieS for

Self-STorage enTrepreneurS



there is always some sort of task that can be 
performed.

Generate a Sense of Urgency

By keeping a list, you have begun to create 
this sense within yourself. If you have 
employees, it is important that you generate 
this same feeling within your staff. Help 
employees strive to get to work on time, have 
their own daily lists, and you will find them to 
be more successful at completing tasks in a 
timely fashion.

By following these simple guidelines, you 
can start getting more efficient with your 
time, and help employees become more 
productive, too. These practices are easy, 
but establishing them as habits will require 
self-discipline. To find out more about these 
concepts or for additional information and 
tips regarding starting, or operating an 
efficient self-storage enterprise, log-on to: 
www.selfstorageinvesting.com.

urgency in the mind’s subconscious. People 
that utilize lists tend to achieve more of 
their goals each day, and there is a sense of 
satisfaction that results from crossing items 
off the list.

Use Down Time More Effectively

Use your body’s natural rhythms to your 
advantage, and find creative ways to flow with 
that pattern when possible. For example, right 
after lunchtime, some individuals respond to 
the break with vigor, while others may come 
to a crawl. Some people are eager beavers 
first thing in the morning, and others may not 
be at peak performance at that time. 

Discover the peak times for yourself and 
your staff, and use this knowledge to your 
avdvantage by scheduling rigorous tasks 
during peak performance times. Down times 
can be used to catch up on phone calls, 
emails, bills, or reading trade publications. 
Regardless of when the down time occurs, 
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Pre-order self storage auCtIons!
New Product Release for July!

Find out more here: http://selfstorageinvesting.com/auctions/
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What I’M readIng noW

thInkertoys

Great Book and resource for unleashing 
your creative side.  You may want to read 
this on vacation or the weekend when your 
mind is a little more clear.  Another one of 
those great books I pick up from time to 
time and read through again – paying close 
attention to what I highlighted the last 
time.  Not a ONE TIME read. 

What’s on My IPod

Yeah, I’m behind the times in many ways 
– one of those is podcasting.  Mostly 
because I lack the time, but I just began 
downloading Podcasts from the BBC 
breaking down the previous Formula1 
Race from the Home of F1 – England.  
Pretty cool stuff with a view from across 
the pond – which is vastly different than 
the sports commentators here in the 
states.
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WIne of the Month

statIstICs

JULY	2011	UPDATE

The average occupancy rate among self-storage properties reached 82% in the first quarter of 
2011, that’s well below the 92% occupancy rate attained in the first quarter of 2007 before the 
recession hit, according to Los Angeles-based Self Storage Data Services Inc. The firm tracks 
data from more than 6,000 facilities around the U.S.

Occupancy within the self-storage sector is seasonal. The high season typically runs from late 
April through mid-October, while both fourth and first quarters are the slowest times of the 
year for leasing.

Although occupancies show signs of stabilizing, newer facilities that were built in 2006 and 
2007 continue to struggle with low occupancies of 30% to 40%.

Unlike office or industrial developments that often conduct pre-leasing, self-storage properties 
often open for business with zero lease commitments and can take three to four years to fully 
lease in a challenging market.

Shadowood	Alexander	Valley	
2008	Reserve	Merlot

Rated 92 Points by Jonathon Newman, and 
purchased through WTSO.com for $13.99 with 
free shipping on 4 bottles.  I LOVE this wine – 
and I’m not a Merlot fan.  Drinks like a big Cab.  
Only rated 88 points in other wine circles, 
which proves once again that you shouldn’t 
pay attention to ratings when buying wine – 
and in many cases – price either.  If you can 
find this wine in a retailer near you – Buy it!  
I enjoyed this bottle on July 3rd with a Steak 
Salad on the deck with the family, and a Sec-
ond BIG Glass after the kids went to bed.
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ClassIfIeds
PLACE 
YOUR 

ADS 
HERE!

What Can Be Listed?
• ANY existing Self Storage Facility that you currently own
• Parcels of land to be developed, that are owned by you
• Equipment used by a Self Storage business owner
All ads are subject to rejection if the item(s) do not apply to 
Self Storage.

All advertisements MUST include:
• A detailed description of item(s) limit of 50-75 words per ad
• A fair asking price and payment terms
• A means of contact for the buyer to contact YOU DIRECTLY

We will not negotiate a sale for you. We will also only provide 
the contact information you have supplied to SelfStorageIn-
vesting.com

To Place an Ad:
Contact Linda: linda@selfstorageinvesting.com

Have something to sell related 
to Self Storage? 

If you’d like to include a list-
ing in our Classifieds section, 
please email:

linda@selfstorageinvesting.
com

Huntsville,	Alabama	Sale	Price	$1,400,000
Self Storage Facility
Rentable Square Feet: 36,325
Total Units: 281 ~ Climate Controlled
Total Land Area 328 Acres ~ Room for Expansion: .85 Acres
Year Built: 1995
Unit Occupancy 96%
Year of Last Price Increase: 2009
Number of Buildings: 13 ~ Roof: Pitched/Shingled ~ Paving: Asphalt ~ Fencing: Perimeter ~ Gate: DIgital
Rental Office: Yes ~ Software: None
Current NO: $117,980+/yr

Please Contact for Additional Information and to Arrange a Site Visit!
Micah B. Cornett
Sherman & Hemstreet
706.722.8334 (office)
706.627.3091 (cell)
email: micahcornett@yahoo.com


